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it could be
a decayed grain elevator in the Palouse
rising from wild grasses beneath an idle sky
low hills dozing on the horizon
this time it’s a crumbling tower in Kazakhstan
same steppe same sky same cirrus clouds
witnesses to what has happened to the land
soil poisoned sprinkled on film
leaving a nuclear palm print
a milky way in silver halide
ghosts silence the tower’s dark mouth
melanomas blacken its vision dismembered
wings of shattered glass entangle in sage
nearby a woman milks her bony cows
flings corn to her chickens
draws water from a shallow well

Kathleen (Kathy) Stancik
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Basalt
If I were a mineral,
I’d be basalt.
Not the fractured
friable entablature
littering the roadsides,
but a column more stable
and permanent
than Doric.
I’d remember how the Columbia
changed her mind a dozen times.
I’d observe interstates,
note how each car hurries into
its next century,
each driver jealous of my bronze than,
my geometry
my incomprehensible time.
But I’d also know how whole families
of basalt
still line up behind me,
beneath wheat fields,
stretching to the edge
of continents,
waiting for another flood
to wash open their eyes
and welcome them
to a world
they’d been in
since the beginning.

Dan Clark
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Double Trouble
One of the old guys is bent
over the back of the pickup
dismantling his semi-automatic
for the second time this morning,
bolts, nuts and washers
dribbling through his fingers
onto the tailgate, springs
sproinging past his ear
into the brush.
To pass the time the others
release the dogs onto
a triangular patch,
fifty yards on a side,
site of an abandoned
and burned-out homestead
on which early settlers
pinned their modest hopes.
The first bird vanishes over the hill
before the men can so much
as raise their guns.
The dogs keep working
through the briars until
a second rooster flap-cackles
into the air
bombing a white stain
onto the rich Palouse ground
of Whitman County.
Blam, Blam . . . Blam, Blam,
two grade-school friends rain lead
into the sky as the bird sails
away, and continues
to sail away, and continues
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to sail away--but then
two hundred twenty-five
yards out it plummets,
unmoving, onto the
three-inch winter wheat.
The race begins, one hundred
eighty-eight pounds of
half-brother Labs
neck-and-neck across the field;
the Brown, who will
never fetch a ball
more than twice
before looking for something
on which to pee nor
retrieve a stick without pausing
to lay down and gnaw the wood;
the Yellow, a reliable retriever
of pheasants, geese and quail.
Hershey (Chocolate, you know),
edges against his sib
at full gallop, vectoring
him slightly to port-side
(a move that would be an illegal
screen on the hardcourt, a
penalized pick on the gridiron)
and snatches the trophy, prancing
away with this bright beauty
at an upraised, acute
angle opposite from the Yellow
who lives up to his bulldogged
namesake (for he is, indeed,
Winston Spencer Churchill McBride)
by pursuing the dangling fowl
until he grasps it by the head.
This goofy pair, yoked in an awkward,
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many-legged-race embrace,
return the final one hundred
ninety yards in tandem,
steadily stretching the
neck until the Pheasant
resembles a Canada Goose,
a Red-faced Cormorant,
a Trumpeter-Swan,
while four aging hunters
guffaw and giggle and
bemoan the absence of a camera.

Steve Heaps
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Pilgrimmage to Turnbull
In this unsettled heat of Self,
struggling to dampen the cloak of death,
it’s migratory to park here, get out
without map, and tender into
this unlikely paradise, a raptor’s refuge.
Having a dog so small with me
that an owl or hawk or coyote
could pluck her off into eternity—
my soul murmurs, “Spare her and
let it be me…”
But I have already been plucked
from this earth.
Choristers rise from teeming boundaries
as I’m careful not to hinder
illuminating sunbeams that burst onto
an outcrop of basalt (my tumult)
I stumble, instead, around my own shadow:
sorrow elongated/exaggerated/exhausted. Itzy, my oracle,
stops and turns to make sure
I am still visible in my invisibility.
It is hard to fake out your own shadow.
The strain of Cheney wind, in a fine balance
between winter and spring, always so big
and out in the open with its unpredictability,
mimics the climb of a little frog hidden
and rustling in dry broom
of dormant grass. It tangles up its leap,
arid and sustained, in its return to receded pond
that lies flat and brown as a buckwheat pancake.
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Thick in the drown of an underworld,
I’m dreaming time to Sigur Ros,
envision an Icelandic orchestra just like them,
of Northern Lights flashing across this stage
of gusto singing a birdsong to wrestle myself back
to timbered, articulate spirit.
I’m certain this expanse holds unforgotten notes
I have to forget to remember again.
At the edge of a wooden foot bridge, Itzy bombdives
a cascading wall of cattails, revealing a plump of canvasbacks.
It is barren here with no one else appearing. Those who
don’t know better would call this nothing. They are afraid
of wildness, full of ancient direction, flights of education. I am
a student of this room imploring
the eagles, the red-tails for my wings back. I’ve got
to beg from something, place cold fingers in
numb pockets. My psyche is a cryogenic biome
preventing me from burning up in flames.
Down the sodden service road, I hear the calls
of old ways. Nothing in this everythingness
is out of place. I am in the eternal now,
seeping through the fine grain of cataclysmic ecstasy
of day. Craig, old friend, departed Bickerton, floods
in through a narrow canyon of recall, pulling rank
past Archangel Norvel (how does a spirit do that?)
Bick was always the first to proclaim Equinox
like BINGO to dull-witted dark pitted Spokane barbacks
sloshing in the suds – BUTTERCUPS! He’d yell as they feasted
their eyes on their own ache of channeled scablands:
sharp-pointed insides created by volcanic thrust.
Ponderosas bent, we walk near breaking—my stories
afoot, tenuous mercies recollecting everywhere’s
a grave, and anytime we can die, and do.
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Nature breaks this news to us as a beatific vision.
I tell myself, to an unconvincing sky, that I’m hospitable,
prayerful with each step in and out of mud-grooved
mind. I welcome the song of trumpet swans overhead,
the exquisite breeze they spread from the flap of
their wings, like palms together in immaculate manner.
As feathers, each finger lines up against the next
to next, a winging of spirit reborn to return
again and again, mating for New Life.

Zan Agzigian
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Eltopia
Steel silos sit silently
Against the back drop of
Dusty fields married to evergreens
Highway closed, cars shut down
Cattle dogs run around the single sign
Stop
Budweiser factory ejecting grain byproduct
Drafting, liquefying, settling
Over children playing ball.
Imaginations of big leagues,
Big cities, big money, big escape
Steel silos silent spectators
Ghost runner on second
Called shot
Dust devil disrupts daydreams as
Boys run towards the grain and
Steel silos safety

Andrew Mercer
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A Melody Begins with Silence
With sandpaper hands, the journeyman
blurs all the brushstrokes
from the concrete curb.
His craft will not hang in the MOMA
or the Louvre, but squats
in the Spokane intersection
of Lincoln and First.
There is a separate laundry pile
for his work jeans
stiff with medium.
He scrapes beside honking cars
and business men
strutting with bluetooths
shoved up their brain stems.
On the weekends,
the beer in the cooler goes quick
to make room for the fish.
He wakes in the dark,
He waits for the coffee pot
to start.

Kurt Olson
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Hiking Cowiche Canyon with Holden
Caulfield
We hike Cowiche Canyon in mid November,
a sunshine blessed Sunday.
Last night’s snow clings to shady crevasses
and ice rails the bridges.
The poplars are the gold of a Frost poem,
their currency spent in each gust’s purchase.
My son and his friend run ahead
wait in ambush behind red stands of sumac
around each bend.
I think about Holden
because my ears are cold
and I envy his hat.
Only lichen graffitis the stovepipe basalt walls
and I am glad for a place preserved.
We search the cliff wall for caves
and finally spot their dark mouths.
Climbing through rye grass my son nabs a grasshopper
and wants to keep it.
“It’s the end of their season,” I say.
He hands it to his friend to hold
then lets it go.
There are two caves.
Perfect dens for bears I joke.
But when we crawl inside the first
it’s not bear scat we find.
“Whores’ Welcome” is whitewashed on the near wall.
“Rubber’s here” billboards the back.
Dave and Don boast of being the dateless scribes
who daydreamed during the lesson on possessives.
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But my boys, second graders, can’t quite make sense of it
because Holden has been here
and closed the u to Tom Sawyer’s “Robbers’ here”
and with much scrubbing
changed the o in “Whores” to an e.
“Wherewolves gather here when the moon is full,” I intepret.
“Cool,” the boys chorus.
We peer inside the second cave,
smaller, with a virgin fire ring in back,
then walk the rim of the cliff’s face,
cheat grass lancing our socks.
We poke heads into other blind openings,
but I don’t let the boys climb too high
or get too close to the edge
for I know
there is no savior in a red hunting hat
waiting there to catch them.

Mark Burns
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The Cabin
Of all the places to love,
I love the beach by our cabin
on Lake Roosevelt.
As I lay in my floaty
and drift around,
I hear Jacob splashing,
trying to catch minnows.
I feel tadpoles nibbling on my toes
and on my fingers
that dangle in the water.
I see a warm pink sunset
on top of the mountain
on the other side
of the glistening, calm lake.
I hear
Jimmy Buffett songs
in the distance.
I smell the burgers that
my grandpa’s grilling.
I feel the icy-cold waters as my dad
silently sneaks up and
tips
over
my
floaty.

Evan Current
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To Grand Coulee Dam
After she twists off
the string of siblings that bound
us up like a hay bale,
my mother and I fly through our stiff
neighborhood and over the mountain wall
that takes your breath away.
Asthmatic, we reach the flatness of eastern Washington.
In heat that switches around us
like flies around cattle,
we open windows to claim breezes.
We impress no one,
could be steers with dirt on our backs.
At Grand Coulee, Disney colored lights
flood night.
Just this one time, we sleep in an
unapproved motel that reeks
of fried potatoes,
a smell I have come to love.

C. Hunter Davis
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Fossil
(Dry Falls, WA)
The geologist eyes time
in mortal drifts.
He knows the present is a
a small thing
caught between a quiet
yawn and future days
unfolding, the entire past
chained with promise
a tethered hope
a dubious wait.
He strains to hear the crashing
endless water of Dry Falls.
The deluge sends a shockwave
even after all these years
the land trembles.
He can feel the spray and
licks its mineral-rich breeze
from his lips, mud on his tongue.
Everything hangs together
in his mythology.
To speak of things long dead
his stoic tread in the field
threatens to widow him.
Still, he catalogues his findings.
Notes and numbers
are penned carefully.
The data is good.
It will outlast him.
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But will the meadows he crossed
breath his name?
Or will his memory be swift
and clean, unrecorded
in the strata.
Will chiseled crust reveal core samples
of his shadow?
Perhaps, bones worked into stone?
The geologists must all be mad
in discontented dreams worn flinty
to occupy this space,
to understand the irony,
the limits of their vigilant constructions
their data points and statistics
will be a carbon line
50
feet
down.

Jennifer Cushcoff
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Drive to Walla-Walla
fat dark clouds
water-full
sun low behind them lights
edges to blue-white
just below the sun
clouds let loose a spray
break open just
to let sun shine pour
captured by raindrops glow
golden
sunshine
rain

Cynthia Manycolors
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The Yakima
All day I thought about the river: the magenta
stripe of the rainbow, the yellow iris in clumps on
shore, the red-winged blackbirds flying about in
pairs, the quiet covering we found to protect us
during the downpour. How much I wanted to
make the perfect cast, how thoroughly it eluded
me--except once, I felt the line fall without effort,
with purpose and grace as if it belonged more to
the river than to me. How I’d watch the fly float, in
its own pocket of stillness until it dropped. I
thought how fascinating it was to watch you cast
fluent arcs again and again, hoping to attract the
fish, coaxing them out, each cast like a phrase
spoken in their language. How you’d reach into
that tight box that opened like a book and find just
the right word to use.

Jane Culliton
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Native Plateau
Cracked face lady, I wish I’d learned your name,
hung next to the image that made me want to cry.
For all of the injustice you had lived through
reminded me of my own, selfishly. I apologize.
The museum exhibit was a look into the past
you called present. Odd white-man pointing his lens
to capture all of your stories in a single frame,
viewable for generations you would never meet.
I am certain not all of the lines narrated sad, tired.
Face growing old often means proud, enlightened.
Tales that could be read by your daughters’ hands;
her daughter’s hands made you smile on occasion.
There were feasts and she would sit on your lap,
listening to the wisdom in prophecies about people
who would eventually come to respect your life
enough to hang it on a gallery wall.

Travis Naught
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Simple Destruction
We drove down Riverside
beneath the concrete bridges.
We wanted to throw rocks
into the water
and watch the splash arc and spread,
and hopefully witness
one of the rocks
splinter in half.
That’s what we really wanted.
To see something break.
Something that shouldn’t be so easy to destroy
shatter to pieces
at the hands of a three-year-old.

Joseph Edwin Haeger
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Song of Lascaux
The heart enfolded in two
layers, red-fisted pericardium;
red handprint on the walls
of Lascaux, lichened now with the
black mold of our hundred carbons/
two hundred oxygens
only the red outline of a fist
holding it all inside, peritoneal
cavity mottled with horses, bison,
mammoths and ibex
aurochs, deer in the tall grasses
of your descent, hooves and horns
defying lions, bears and wolves
and meteors bowing down their heads
singing the descant
of handprints you scattered
typeface of new constellations
shimmering beneath translucent skin
veins like apertures sighing open
bowing down their heads to you
meteors of Lascaux meeting
the curvature of your arched brows
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the articulation of your carotid
soaring past, shucked and opulent
hand to heart, membranes separating
and enfolding, ibex and aurochs
meteors hurtling headlong
down the shaft of the dead man
sleeping giant, bird-headed
dreaming, parietal story
partially splayed along with arrows
meteors and ibex, wounded
beaten, bloodied, hematitecrowned, only your lips moving,
vigilant beside the wounded auroch
and bleating stag, great hall of bulls
stamping out the meteors,
skid marks and scrapes of fissures
cerebral and otherwise
baffling, obfuscating the open palm
on your cool forearm, unfurling
fingers that clutched
at meteor showers, flailing stars
in your percussive wake.

Michael Bonacci
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Refuge
The bark beneath my hands was rough, and when
I reached the top, my hands would have debris
And sap encrusting them and I would have
to wipe them on my shorts, which were too big,
To clean them. Even then, the sap would still
Be sticky: when I tapped my fingertips
Together, they would pull my skin, like a
Band-Aid being torn away. But I still climbed;
I scaled the tallest evergreens. Back then,
I’d have to jump to reach the lowest branch,
And when I found my place among the leaves
The time would pass, as time will do, and I
Would let the cogs keep turning underneath
My perch above the clamor of the world.
I often wondered if the passersby
Would see the branches bending and presume
The wind was what disturbed their state of rest.
I knew they could not see me, which was part
Of the appeal: to run away from their
Demands—the people of the ground—who asked
Of me so much. Life is far more simple
When your only company is the birds.

Carver Bain
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Drought—Nehalem, 2015
Too many days without a drop of dew,
scarcely a dribble seeping down.
Berries borne on brittle branches
sour and dry too soon.
The sprinkle of pine points
that click and spit on leather sisal
only sound like rain
but drop in dusty drifts and die.
Tall alders lean precarious,
toothpicks one upon another
waiting for their time to fall,
to sprawl on faded moss.
Creek’s torrents smack on rocks
far less submerged than other years.
Cedar roots, still hopeful, hang
in woven anchor over empty space.
Fern frond’s frantic waves adapt
to wind. Vine maple’s every leaf
spreads wide, upturned, their patient
palms yearn and persist.

Linda Conroy
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A Chance Encounter
“A trouble shared is a trouble Halved” Dorothy L. Sayers
A chance encounter
splits open the day.
Intent on my quiet musings,
interrupted by a friend’s pain,
I catch his eye and we smile.
I invite him to sit awhile.
Grief is pulsing through his veins
purple and throbbing.
He had worked forty years
to enjoy this time with her.
“She puts her glasses in the freezer,
and her dinner in the closet.
She pours her coffee on her cereal
and cannot find the bathroom.
So many decisions to be made
instead of traveling the world.”
Weighed down, a fit man,
beaten to his knees.
Terrified and confused—
not up to the task,
I listen and watch the pain
subside as he hears
the sound of his own voice
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He laughs at something he once said
and rises to leave.
He came stumbling in the dark
looking for God, and found only me.
I hug his neck and feel some
burden pass between us.

Bob Toohey
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Meditation in a Palouse corn maze
(where you meander blind alleys in mock despair)
Catenaries above sizzle
from pylon to pylon as
droll cicadas
among the stalks
mimic electrocutions.
The living wind
stirs the greenleaf crests,
rouses the lavender tassels,
until a husky scent is
strewn along the cheatgrass flanks,
the clover, chicory and
Queen Anne’s Lace.
Comes the solstice desiccation:
a cawing murder of crows
wheels above a Deere
that reaps the amber rank and file,
a legion scorched and withered
at the ready under
the atom blast of sun.
Then the final desecration:
thick black squalls backlit
stroboscopically—
flash! (pause)—
thunder loosens and rolls in,
massive, hollow, broken, slow,
stricken stubble, voiceless crows.
Ready now the scrubrush field
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tarnished copper sky,
ordaining poplar shadows
once more to clamp upon the earth like
iron straps sealing deep
all that was.

Donald J. Berk
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Driving East on I-90 to See My Mother
After Her Open Heart Surgery
Seattle in my rear-view mirror
goodbye husband goodbye children
I love you but oh exhilaration to be alone
for six hours driving fast smooth unencumbered
to my very own mother who is alive
who needs me now
Mt. Rainier on my right
up up up and over Snoqualmie Pass
down down down curving gorgeous highway
listening to On Being podcasts with Krista Tippett
listening to conversations about being alive in this world
looking out the window at this world where
my mother is alive
listening for my own heart
I am alive
zoom past Ellensburg
a heron there standing in the stream alive
yellow flowers along the highway this being April
fierce elegant hawks on telephone poles so alive
with their nests and baby birds just newly alive
curving along the highway beneath 149 windmills
atop Whiskey Dick Mountain
who named it that?
driving this same road where once my husband and I sang
Annie show tunes
to our infant son recently born and alive in the world
a wave to the Petrified Ginko Forest a million years old
where that same man before he was my husband once made
love to me in the sunshine
little blip of Vantage where we’ve drank milkshakes
bought beer camped swam in the summer-warmed Columbia
whizzing across the bridge high above the Gorge
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sunshine streaming that is life and river coursing that is life
hang a left rather than the right to go see my sister in Mocow
hello Wild Horse Monument 15-life-size galloping horses
tipped from a basket
let loose by Grandfather the Great Spirit
you all look so alive
a quick stop stretch deep breaths
I’m alive I’m alive
there real live horses in a pasture so alive
past George and Cave B Winery set above the river
I will take my mother there yes I can she is alive
this road I drove back to university in Missoula
this road I drove back to my little brother’s wedding in Hot
Springs
now my little brother and my sister are waiting for me at my
mother’s bedside
we will hug celebrate drink wine be alive
together with my mother who is alive
who needs us now
stop at gas station to refill tea thermos grab beef jerky
continuing on beneath glorious
pristine white clouds traveling too in a blue blue blue sky
casting cloud shadows over green green green fields alive and
growing
past tractors and farmhouses
I am alive together with all these fellow humans driving
cars pick-up trucks semi-trucks motorcycles
all of us alive going towards or away from friends work lovers
mothers
listening and looking out the window at this beautiful world
I’m alive so alive
driving east to my mother
who is alive

Sarah Burns
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